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WINE BY THE GLASS
WINE SELTZERS

Crafted tastefully from our cellars, Decoy Premium Seltzers are a blend of varietal wines, sparkling water and all-natural flavors. Delivering a
sophisticated seltzer experience, our premium seltzers are crafted for those who are looking for a lighter offering with exceptional taste.
DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER ROSE WITH BLACK CHERRY

$7.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER CHARDONNAY WITH CLEMENTINE ORANGE

$7.00

Crisp and bubbly with strawberry, melon, guava and refreshing notes of black cherry
Crisp and bubbly with apple, pear, vanilla and refreshing notes of orange

$7.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER CHARDONNAY WITH LEMON & GINGER

$7.00

DECOY SPARKLING SELTZER SAUVIGNON BLANC WITH VIBRANT LIME

$7.00

Crisp and bubbly with apple, pear, vanilla and refreshing notes of lemon and ginger
Crisp and bubbly with grapefruit, peach, lemon zest and refreshing notes of lime

SPARKLING WINES
CROOKED RUN PIQUETTE

Virginia - Piquette is a low ABV sparkling wine made from second use grapes. Inviting notes of pear, apricot, & white peaches bring you back sip after
sip.

5oz $7.00

GATAO VINHO VERDE

$5.00

LEO HILLINGER SECCO PINOT NOIR

$7.00

SCARPETTA FRICO FRIZZANTE

$7.00

SCARPETTA FRICO LAMBRUSCO

$7.00

Portugal - Citrus aromas with melon and pinapple notes, dry, light and refreshing, slightly frizzante with crisp clean finish
Austria - Gently sparkling and fine fruity: that’s the Hillinger Secco – the pink creation from 100% Pinot Noir grapes. The bouquet is reminiscent of
strawberries; the palate appears refreshing with a particularly elegant perlage, fruity and nuanced, well-integrated acidity and a harmonious finish
Italy - Northern Italy is known for its great sparkling wines. Frico Frizzante, a sparkling wine inspired by a love of Prosecco, is a blend of Trebbiano,
Glera and Chardonnay. With light refreshing bubbles and flavors of crisp green apples and pear, Frizzante brings you the joy of Italian sparkling wine in
a can. Crisp, clean, bubbly pleasure in a can.
Italy - Lambrusco is the quintessential sparkling aperitivo of the Emilia Romagna area of Italy and a great pre-dinner start to every occasion. This
Lambrusco is vibrant, fresh, with a kind of sweetness and a wonderful tart finish. Frico Lambrusco brings this central Italian wine tradition to life in a
can!
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WHITES
DOMAINE DE LA COMBE MUSCADET

5oz $7.00

ESSAY CHENIN BLANC

5oz $6.00

DOMAINE DU COING “AURORE” CHARDONNAY

5oz $6.00

France - Unequalled mineral, ‘tense’, fresh and slightly pearling Muscadet Sèvre et Maine sur Lie. Ideal to cool down on the terrace, or perfect to
accompany oysters, all types of shellfish as well as raw fish. ...
South Africa - This is a young and fresh introduction to the country’s Cape whites that shows off Chenin’s beautiful aromatics - pineapple, guava and
white flowers - with a slight richness from the Viognier and acid lift from the Roussanne. ...
France - Planted on the outskirt of the Muscadet appellation, this is steely and clean, with enticing acacia flower, pear and quince aromas. The palate is
rich and soft with ripe gooseberry, candied white flesh fruit and a racy mineral grip towards the finish. ...

ROSES
LÁGRIMAS DE BHILAR GARNACHA ROSADO

Spain | 100% Garnacha, biodynamically farmed. The nose is perfumed and floral, with notes of ripe melon and red fruits and a smoky undertone. The
palate has breadth, complexity, and length, supported by a backbone of minerality. ...

5oz $6.00

REDS
KIND STRANGER ALTER RED

5oz $9.00

OLIVER PITHON "MON P'TIT PITHON" ROUGE

5oz $7.00

COLLINA SAN PONZIO BARBRA d’ALBA

5oz $6.00

Washington - A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Malbec and Grenache from three different vineyard sites in Washington State. Rich, full bodied and wellstructured with plenty of layers of dark red fruits and spice.
France - This supple and easy-drinking red is noted with flavors of spicy red fruit, cranberries and wet earth. Fresh and fruit-forward, this is a super
drinkable blend of Grenache, Syrah and Mouvedre. Organic and Biodynamic. ...
Italy - A fresh, medium bodied red with aromas of ripe fruit and scents of vanilla on the nose. Easy drinking with a very balanced palate, soft and
elegant finish, and nice acidity
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